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Wherever we serve in the world of peacekeeping, peacebuilding, and humanitarian work, all of 

us share a fundamental responsibility to do more to protect civilians caught up in the horrors of war. 

In conflicts throughout the world, women, girls, boys, and men are subjected to blatant and frequent 

violations of international human rights and humanitarian law. The violations include killing, torture, 

kidnapping, rape, and mutilation. We see forced recruitment, including of children, and the denial of 

access to medical care and life-saving assistance. We also see displacement, which is so often the 

catalyst for lasting dependency, destitution, and lost opportunities.

In Africa alone, at least 600,000 civilians in 27 African countries have been massacred in the past 

two decades. Tens of millions more have been killed in battles, displaced, or perished from indirect 

causes of such attacks and the continent’s armed conflicts. 

Civilians are the main victims of many conflicts. An increasing number of United Nations Security 

Council resolutions have called upon peacekeepers to protect civilians specifically. For many, civilian 

protection is the essence of peacekeeping. This is a driving rationale behind the unanimously endorsed 

and UN-mandated “responsibility to Protect” principle — the idea that governments have a responsibility 

to prevent and stop genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and ethnic cleansing. 

Civilian protection is also a crucial part of creating durable political settlements, as any peace 

agreement that tolerates continued violence against civilians will not provide a solid foundation on 

which to build a legitimate and sustainable future. 

Let us remember that civilians do not suffer these horrors because they are in the wrong place at 

the wrong time and become what is still euphemistically referred to as “collateral damage”. Civilians 

suffer more and more frequently because they are deliberately targeted. The protection of civilians is 

a critical issue. No one serving in the United Nations in 

the field — as a soldier, police officer, or civilian — can 

do so effectively without having an understanding of the 

protection of civilians. 

But protecting civilians raises huge challenges. 

I hope that, through this course, you will learn to 

understand these challenges and your role in meeting 

them. 

—Mr. Julian Harston, 2016

Foreword

View a video introduction to this 

course at <www.peaceopstraining.

org/videos/432/protection-of-civilians-

course-introduction/>.
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Method of Study

This self-paced course aims to give students flexibility in their approach to learning. The 

following steps are meant to provide motivation and guidance about some possible strategies 

and minimum expectations for completing this course successfully:

• Before you begin studying, first browse through the entire course. Notice the lesson and 

section titles to get an overall idea of what will be involved as you proceed.

• The material is meant to be relevant and practical. Instead of memorizing individual details, 

strive to understand concepts and overall perspectives in regard to the United Nations system.

• Set personal guidelines and benchmarks regarding how you want to schedule your time.

• Study the lesson content and the learning objectives. At the beginning of each lesson, 

orient yourself to the main points. If possible, read the material twice to ensure maximum 

understanding and retention, and let time elapse between readings.

• At the end of each lesson, take the End-of-Lesson Quiz. Clarify any missed questions by 

rereading the appropriate sections, and focus on retaining the correct information.

• After you complete all of the lessons, prepare for the end-of-Course examination by taking 

time to review the main points of each lesson. Then, when ready, log into your online student 

classroom and take the end-of-Course examination in one sitting.

 » Access your online classroom at  
<www.peaceopstraining.org/users/user_login> 
from virtually anywhere in the world.

• Your exam will be scored electronically. If you achieve a passing grade of 75 per cent or higher 

on the exam, you will be awarded a Certificate of Completion. If you score below 75 per cent, 

you will be given one opportunity to take a second version of the end-of-Course examination.

• A note about language: This course uses english spelling according to the standards of the 

Oxford english Dictionary (United Kingdom) and the United Nations editorial Manual.

Key Features of Your Online Classroom »

• Access to all of your courses;

•  A secure testing environment in which to complete your training;

•  Access to additional training resources, including multimedia course 

supplements;

•  The ability to download your Certificate of Completion for any completed 

course; and

• Forums where you can discuss relevant topics with the POTI community.
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In this lesson » Lesson Objectives »

PEACE OPERATIONS TRAINING INSTITUTE

PROTECTION OF CIVILIANS

LESSON

Section 1.1 What is a Humanitarian relief 

Operation?

Section 1.2 Succinct Historical Overview – 

From Charity to Intervention

Section 1.3 Different Types of Emergencies 

and Disasters 

Section 1.4 Humanitarian Principles and 

Legal Aspects 

Section 1.5 Changing Operating 

environment and its 

Consequences 

Section 1.6 The “Do No Harm” Principle 

Section 1.7 Cultural Awareness

• Distinguish, understand, and compare the 

different terms used to describe humanitarian 

relief operations.

• Understand and explain the different kinds of 

emergencies.

• Understand and recall the different humanitarian 

principles.

• Describe legal aspects and the operating 

environment.

• Analyse the operational context and understand 

potential courses of action for aid delivery.

• Understand the cultural background of the 

environment with its affected population. 

“Our peacekeepers must first 
and foremost protect civilians 
from violence.” 

–Ban Ki-moon, remarks to the 
Chiefs of Defence Conference, 
March 2015

UN Photo #14788 by Eskinder Debebe.

Humanitarian Intervention1
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The protection of civilians (POC) is one of the 

most important and visible areas of United Nations 

peacekeeping activity, and the UN has recognized 

that peacekeepers regularly sacrifice their safety, and 

sometimes their lives, in this noble service.1

The link between the protection of civilians and 

peacekeeping mandates is vital. First, the wider 

credibility of peacekeeping depends on the protection 

of civilians. It is vital that missions are seen to protect 

civilians. If the local population and outside observers 

do not believe that civilians are being protected, the 

momentum towards a lasting peace cannot be built. 

Just remember the people most affected, the people 

who live in the midst of conflict, expect to be protected.

1)  General Assembly resolution 68/787, Evaluation of the Implementation and 
Results of Protection of Civilians Mandates in United Nations Peacekeeping 
Operations, A/68/787 (7 March 2014), available from <https://oios.un.org/
resources/ga_report/a-68-787-dpko.pdf>.

Peacekeeping soldiers from the Nigerian Battalion of the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) are seen departing the 

airfield in Sierra Leone headed for Liberia in 2003. 04 August 2003. UN Photo #26558 by United Nations.
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In missions in europe, Africa, and the Caribbean, we have seen that failure to put the protection of 

civilians at the top of the agenda leads to the failure of the mission. Of course, expectations have to be 

managed. But to manage them, they need to be understood. Without the basic foundation of protection, 

none of the rest of the tasks can be completed.

UN peacekeepers are not and cannot be alone in the responsibility to protect civilians. They must 

be joined by all the other protection actors, in particular the host nation, in a combined and coordinated 

effort.

Second, a sustainable peace requires not only the protection of civilians, but also a genuine feeling 

among civilians that they are being and will continue to be protected. You cannot move toward legitimate 

good governance without bringing an end to violence and abuse and dealing with abuses by authority. 

In short, no medium- or long-term state and institution-building is possible in the presence of continued 

violence against groups or individuals.

Finally, as has been seen more and more often in the last few years, the entire UN system is judged 

by what its peacekeepers do — or more often fail to do — in protecting civilians. When people around 

the world talk of the UN, they often think of blue helmets and berets. The spotlight of the world media 

and social media is on the performance of men and women in uniform and the civilians in the service of 

peace around the world. It has never been more important for the UN to be seen as fulfilling its promise 

to “save succeeding generations from the scourge of war” than it is today.2 The protection of civilians 

has become the measure by which the United Nations is being judged and will be judged in the future.

Section 1.1 What is Protection of Civilians in UN Peacekeeping?

There is no common UN definition of the protection of civilians. The failure to adopt a common 

understanding is a cause of daily friction between some of the most important parts of the UN system. 

The General Assembly, the Security Council, Member States, and troop- and police-contributing 

countries (TCC/PCCs) all may have different views on what exactly the protection of civilians is. A 

study3 published in December 2009 by the Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) and the 

Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) said there are three groups among those 

active in the peacekeeping environment with three different definitions of POC.4 First, human rights and 

humanitarian actors follow an approach based on the rights afforded by international law, particularly 

humanitarian and human rights law, known as the rights-based approach. Second, the development 

agencies, such as the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) follow a much broader definition, 

which effectively includes the protection of civilians within the much broader context of good governance 

and economic and social developments, known as the “everything you do affects the security of the 

individual” approach. The third and last group concentrates only on physical violence and the measures 

needed to protect individuals and groups, if necessary, by force. UN peacekeeping’s concept of the 

protection of civilians tries to bring all three elements together.

2)  United Nations, Charter of the United Nations, preamble (26 June 1945), available from <http://www.un.org/en/sections/un-charter/preamble/>.
3)  This independent study published in December 2009, “Protecting Civilian in the Context of UN Peacekeeping Operations”, was jointly commissioned by 

the Department of Peacekeeping Operations and the Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs. This was the first in-depth study of the way 
peacekeeping operations protect civilians, and it contains many insights.

4)  As part of organizational restructuring beginning 1 January 2019, DPKO became the Department of Peace Operations (DPO), and the Department of 
Political Affairs (DPA) became the Department of Political and Peacebuilding Affairs (DPPA).”
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Rwandan children who lost their parents resting at Ndosha camp in Goma. 25 July 

1994. UN Photo #78969 by John Isaac.

For UN peacekeeping purposes, it is not necessary to fully reconcile these paradigms. rather, it is 

important that the operational concept for POC in a UN peacekeeping operation clearly sets out what the 

mission is mandated and able to achieve. The concept must be specific enough that it is instructive to 

those implementing these mandated tasks.

Certain functions of these three paradigms are under the mandate of a UN peacekeeping mission, but 

a number of them should be implemented by other protection actors. The whole concept of protection 

of civilians by UN peacekeeping requires careful planning, coordination, and integration of efforts 

with other players to avoid overlapping, and to let everyone do what they do the best. Humanitarian 

organizations play essential roles in this regard. UN peacekeeping should not intervene in areas where, 

for example, humanitarian organizations are already working, but should ensure timely coordination 

with humanitarian actors where appropriate.

Peacekeeping operations take a comprehensive approach in implementing their protection 

mandate, comprising a full range of strategies and activities.

Unarmed strategies, primarily based on political influence and advocacy, should be at the forefront 

of UN peacekeeping operations’ efforts to protect civilians.5 The most effective way to protect civilians 

is to bring an end to violent conflicts, build trust and confidence of parties in peaceful solutions, and 

advance peace processes and national reconciliation.

Similarly, missions can successfully protect civilians by providing support and assistance to host 

government authorities and communities to improve the protective environment for civilians. Missions 

are often mandated to assist host authorities to build national institutions and capacity in the areas of 

rule of law, security sector reform, policing and human rights, and assistance to national armed forces, 

among others. In those situations, United Nations peace operations must ensure that they consistently 

apply the human rights due diligence policy on United Nations support to non-United Nations security 

forces.6

5)  United Nations, Delegates Express Concern over Safety of Peacekeepers, Civilians amid Rising Targeted Attacks, as Special Committee Concludes 
General Debate, Meetings Coverage and Press releases. GA/PK/225, 17 February 2016. Available from: <http://www.un.org/press/en/2016/
gapk225.doc.htm>.

6)  The policy sets out measures that all United Nations entities must take in order to ensure any support they may provide to non-United Nations forces 
is consistent with the purposes and principles as set out in the Charter of the United Nations and with its responsibility to respect, promote, and 
encourage respect for international humanitarian law, human rights, and refugee law.
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Human rights are key to protection. There is a vital need for effective monitoring, reporting, and 

investigation of human rights abuses in the field. This is not limited to designated Human Rights Officers, 

but also includes civil affairs officers, police officers, and those who advise on the protection of women 

and children. The leadership of the mission must be seen to take a leading and very active role in 

pushing the human rights agenda to the front of the mission’s agenda. Presence is all-important. By 

their presence, international and national organizations can successfully create a safer environment for 

civilians and greater confidence among the population. 

The use of force by UN peacekeeping operations in providing protection to civilians is an option 

of last resort, and it is a rare occurrence since missions have many other tools at their disposal.7 

This notion, besides the actual use of force, includes important military protection operations, such as 

supporting local security forces, securing areas and facilities, evacuating or escorting civilians to safety, 

and creating security conditions conducive to humanitarian assistance.

Section 1.2 Types of Physical Violence Against Civilians

What types of physical violence are likely to be seen in the area of operations?

This is an extract from the Report of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the 

Syrian Arab Republic dated 13 August 2015:8 

 “Government forces [in Syria] have directed attacks against 
the civilian population. The attacks have included widespread 
shelling and bombardment of civilian-inhabited localities 
and the targeting of civilians for arrest, detention and 
disappearance on the basis of their association or perceived 
opposition to the Government. As part of this widespread attack 
on the civilian population, in accordance with State policy, 
Government forces have perpetrated crimes against humanity 
of murder, extermination, torture, rape, enforced disappearance 
and other inhumane acts.

Government forces have committed gross violations of 
human rights and the war crimes of murder, torture, rape, 
sexual violence and targeting civilians. Government forces 
disregarded the special protection accorded to hospitals and 
medical personnel. Indiscriminate and disproportionate aerial 
bombardment and shelling by Government forces led to mass 
civilian casualties and spread terror.

Anti-Government armed groups have committed the war crimes 
of murder, execution without due process, torture, hostage-
taking and attacking protected objects.

7)  General Assembly resolution 68/787, Evaluation of the Implementation and Results of Protection of Civilians Mandates in United Nations Peacekeeping 
Operations, A/68/787, 7 March 2014. Available from: <http://undocs.org/a/68/787>.

8)  United Nations, Human rights Council, Report of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, A/HrC/30/48, 13 
August 2015. Available from: <http://undocs.org/a/hrc/30/48>.
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Internally displaced persons (IDPs) gather to receive food and non-

food rations supplied by the World Food Programme (WFP) and 

the United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) following 

rebel attacks on their villages in 2008. 20 February 2008. UN Photo 

#170246 by Tim McKulka.

In addition to these war crimes, Jabhat Al-Nusra has recruited 
and used children in hostilities.

ISIS has directed acts of violence and terror against the civilian 
population under its control in Raqqah, Dayr Az-Zawr, Hasakah, 
Aleppo, Hama and Homs governorates. ISIS, a structured 
group, directs and organizes these acts of violence against 
civilians, evincing an organizational policy. ISIS has committed 
murder, torture, rape, sexual slavery, sexual violence, forcible 
displacement and other inhumane acts as part of a widespread 
attack on the civilian population, amounting to crimes against 
humanity.

ISIS has committed war crimes, including murder, execution 
without due process, torture, hostage-taking, rape and sexual 
violence, recruiting and using children in hostilities and 
attacking protected objects, as well as other serious violations 
of international humanitarian law.

The litany of abuses listed here captures only part of the 
trauma experienced by Syrian civilians, as the world stands 
witness.”

As can be seen in Syria and other places, it is civilians who are the main victims in areas of armed 

conflict. They are often deliberately targeted, they are the victims of indiscriminate bombing and other 

kinds of assault, and they are chosen because of their ethnicity, religion, or political affiliations. All of 

these examples violate international law.
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Civilians are also affected by the consequences of bombardment and attack, such as the destruction 

of vital infrastructure, hospitals, schools, and water supplies, as well as the destruction of means of 

survival, such as cattle and crops. Armed groups who are strong because they are present for a short 

period will tend to create as much fear and destruction as possible as quickly as possible, and their 

actions can include sexual violence, burning, looting, and general destruction. Thus, all civilians may 

be at risk in conflict areas, but UN peacekeepers must try to prioritize assistance to those most at 

risk, including boys and girls, women, minority groups, refugees and IDPs, people with disabilities, 

the elderly, teachers, journalists, doctors, and nurses, among others. Such prioritization can be very 

difficult.

The United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA), for 

example, identified the following types of violence against local populations in its area of operations: 

unconventional attacks by non-State armed groups directly targeting or indirectly hurting the civilian 

population; armed conflicts between non-State armed groups causing threats and forced displacement 

against specific segments of the population; inter- and intra-community tensions and conflicts; control 

of territory by non-State armed groups resulting in arbitrary detention and reprisal against the civilian 

population; armed banditry and organized crime resulting in civilian casualties, reduced freedom of 

movement for the population, and decreased economic activity; State actors’ violations, such as arbitrary 

arrests, illegal detention, and ill treatment or torture; conflict-related displacement; forced recruitment 

and use of children by armed groups; the military use of schools; conflict-related sexual violence; lack 

of access to basic services; civilian casualties as a result of the use of improvised explosive devices 

(IeDs); increased inter-communal violence; security and rule of law vacuum, and insecurity and crime 

resulting from the weakness and withdrawal of State authorities; kidnapping and extortion of civilians; 

and retaliation against civilians “collaborating” with MINUSMA. 

Perpetrators of violence against civilians include elements of national and international security 

forces, non-State armed groups, criminals, and other civilians (e.g. inter-communal violence).

Beyond violations, missions also need to track all casualties resulting from lawful actions by 

peacekeepers, State security forces, and non-State armed groups. Collateral damage or casualties 

caused by mines and explosive remnants of war (EWRs) will require special attention in some contexts.9

Section 1.3 Who Provides Protection to Civilians?

The protection of civilians is a complex endeavour involving many actors: the host government; local 

communities; parties to the conflict; humanitarian, human rights, development, and other partners. 

Each peacekeeping mission is deployed in a specific political and operational environment, with many 

actors to provide protection. Therefore, it is necessary in each situation to determine the best way the 

mission could cooperate with all the protection actors. 

9)  DPKO/Department of Field Support, The Protection of Civilians in United Nations Peacekeeping, ref. 2015/07, 1 April 2015. Available from: <http://
civilianprotection.rw/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2015-07-Policy-on-PoC-in-Peacekeeping-Operations.pdf>.
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Main protection actors:

• The host State government always has the primary responsibility for protecting the civilian 

population within its borders. This protection should come from State security (military, police, 

and gendarmerie) and judicial structures.10 

• In situations of armed conflict, all parties to the conflict, including non-State actors, are 

responsible under international humanitarian law to respect and protect the civilian population. 

• When national authorities and parties to the conflict, including non-State actors, are unable or 

unwilling to meet these obligations, UN peacekeeping operations, humanitarian organizations, 

and other protection actors are expected to provide protection and defend the rights of the 

affected civilian population. 

• UN peacekeeping operations with POC mandates are authorized by the Security Council to 

support or supplement the protection efforts of host State institutions. Multiple mission11 

components address the protection of civilians. The military and police components, along with 

civilian components such as civil affairs, human rights, political affairs, and others, have specific 

mandates regarding POC. 

Other organizations with the mandate to provide protection:12

• The Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) provides humanitarian assistance, 

legal protection, and physical protection to refugees and internally displaced persons. 

• The Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) is engaged in monitoring 

and reporting human rights violations and supports the host nation authorities, especially in the 

judicial and security sector fields. 

• The International Committee of the red Cross (ICrC) is the guardian of international 

humanitarian law. The mission of the ICrC is to “protect the lives and dignity of victims of 

armed conflict and other situations of violence and to provide them with assistance”, and it 

works “to prevent suffering by promoting and strengthening humanitarian law and universal 

humanitarian principles.”13 

• The UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) mobilizes and coordinates 

humanitarian assistance to the affected civilian population in disasters and other emergencies, 

such as armed conflicts. 

• The UN Children’s emergency Fund (UNICeF) monitors and reports on human rights and 

humanitarian law violations perpetrated against children in armed conflict.

• Many non-governmental organizations (NGOs), both national and international, are also 

involved in providing humanitarian assistance, monitoring and reporting human rights abuses, 

and rehabilitating and reforming judicial institutions. 

10) DPKO, Introduction to Protection of Civilians: Module 1, 4, available from <http://repository.un.org/bitstream/handle/11176/387387/Learning%20
Activity.pdf>.

11) “Mission” is understood as a UN peace operation mandated by the Security Council and does not include UN agencies, funds, and programmes. 
12) United Nations, Department of Peacekeeping Operations, Introduction to Protection of Civilians: Module 1, 17-18. Available from: <http://repository.

un.org/bitstream/handle/11176/387387/Learning%20Activity.pdf>.
13) International Committee of the red Cross, International review of the red Cross reports and Documents, ICRC Protection Policy, 1, vol. 90 no. 871 

September 2008, available from <https://www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/irrc-871-icrc-protection-policy.pdf>.
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• The Global Protection Cluster14 (GPC), which is the main inter-agency forum at the global level for 

standards and policy-setting, as well as collaboration and coordination of activities responding 

to humanitarian emergencies. UNHCr, the Global Cluster Lead Agency for Protection, chairs 

the GPC. The GPC and the field protection clusters “participate in the inter-agency coordination 

mechanisms facilitated by OCHA and regularly update the UN Security Council Informal expert 

Group on key protection issues in countries considered by the Council.”15 

• Field protection clusters in countries where there is an active peacekeeping mission “contribute 

to the development of the mission’s protection strategy and facilitate coordination with [the] 

mission’s counterparts.16  Thus, some degree of interaction and dialogue between these different 

actors is essential for improving and strengthening their respective protection response.”17 

Peacekeeping mission – Main partners

The main external partners of a peacekeeping mission are the UN Country Team, humanitarian 

actors, and national, regional, and international partners.

The UN Country Team is a good source of knowledge on States and conflict, and assists in building 

relationships with key national partners and ensuring peacebuilding activities are carried over into the 

development phase. It is also a source of financial resources and programming expertise. Peacekeeping 

missions maintain effective strategic partnership with the UN Country Team, share information with 

team partners, and ensure that activities are coordinated to achieve maximum impact for the local 

population.

A peacekeeping mission maintains effective coordination with humanitarian actors, including 

through the Integrated Assessment and Planning (IAP) process. To that end, UN peacekeepers should: 

understand that humanitarian activities are independent and aimed at saving lives, protecting human 

14) Protection is one of the 11 Clusters that operate at the global and field level.
15) Global Protection Cluster, Protection of Civilians. Available from: <http://www.globalprotectioncluster.org/en/areas-of-responsibility/protection-of-

civilians.html>.
16) Concept Note on the Protection Cluster and the Protection of Civilians in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) is available from <http://www.

globalprotectioncluster.org/_assets/files/field_protection_clusters/Democratic_Republic_Congo/files/PC_and_PoC_in_DRC_July_2011_EN.pdf>.
17) Global Protection Cluster, Protection of Civilians. Available from: <http://www.globalprotectioncluster.org/en/areas-of-responsibility/protection-of-

civilians.html>.

Fighting between the Congolese Armed 

Forces (FARDC) and the rebel group 

known as M23 intensified in Rutshuru 

Territory of North Kivu province in eastern 

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) 

in the summer of 2012. 27 July 2012. UN 

Photo #521769 by Sylvain Liechti.
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dignity, and alleviating suffering; respect and understand humanitarian principles of humanity, neutrality, 

and impartiality; maintain distinction between the role and functions of the humanitarian actors from 

that of political and military actors; remember that humanitarian work is generally a civilian activity; 

and share information transparently and professionally.

The host government is the most important non-UN actor collaborating with a peacekeeping mission 

because it has the most at stake. The mission must also stay in contact with political parties and 

factions, religious leaders, women and student associations, academics, professional organizations, and 

other elements of national civil society. It is essential that potential partnerships with national actors 

consider “impartiality, representation, inclusiveness, and gender issues”.18

Other non-UN partners include: international and regional NGOs, Member States’ missions and 

embassies, and other regional or international political/military actors, such as the African Union (AU), 

Organization of American States (OAS), North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), european Union 

(eU), economic Community of West African States (eCOWAS), etc.

Section 1.4 Background and History of POC in Peacekeeping

For the last 20 years, the United Nations has been called on again and again to prevent or halt a 

rising tide of systematic violence and atrocities against civilians around the world. These acts have been 

a catalyst for the Security Council to attempt to bring violence to an end in a number of conflict areas. 

The failure to prevent genocides in rwanda, Somalia, and Srebrenica in the early 1990s led to calls for 

improvement in the effectiveness of the UN response. Urgent change was needed.

The Security Council first identified the protection of civilians as a duty in its own right in 1998 

in two reports from the Secretary-General: on peace and conflict in Africa (S/1998/318) and on the 

protection of humanitarian assistance to refugees (S/1998/883).

In 1999, the first Security Council thematic resolution on the protection of civilians in armed conflict 

stressed the need to address the root causes of armed conflict — including gender inequality — to 

enhance the protection of civilians on a long-term basis. Since then, Security Council resolutions have 

further defined the role of peacekeeping in protecting civilians and the various mandated tasks that 

contribute to it. 

On 12 February 1999, the Security Council addressed protection of civilians with increased 

seriousness, saying it would respond to situations in which civilians were deliberately targeted (S/

PrST/1999/6), and asked for further recommendations from the Secretary-General. Incorporating those 

recommendations, the Council passed its first resolution on the protection of civilians on 17 September 

1999 with resolution 1265. This resolution stressed the need to comply with international humanitarian 

law and protect humanitarian personnel.

The Council has adopted 11 presidential statements on the protection of civilians. The second 

presidential statement, of 15 March 2002, endorsed an aide-mémoire proposed by the Secretary-

General to guide Security Council consideration of protection of civilians issues in country-specific 

situations, in particular relating to peacekeeping mandates (S/PRST/2002/6). It listed key objectives 

18) Australian Defence Force Warfare Centre, Resources for 2015 Chilean MEoM-Presentation VTC POTC.
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for Council action and specific questions for consideration in meeting those objectives. The fifth edition 

of the aide-mémoire was endorsed by the Council in its 12 February 2014 presidential statement (S/

PrST/2014/3).19

Based on a recommendation from the Secretary-General, the Council created an informal expert 

group on the protection of civilians in January 2009 at the initiative and under the chairmanship of 

the United Kingdom. This group meets regularly at the working level in connection with the renewal of 

relevant UN mandates, receiving briefings by OCHA on key protection issues for consideration in the 

drafting of country-specific resolutions. Over the years, the Council, through a variety of means such as 

resolutions, presidential statements, or a letter from its president, has requested periodic reports from 

the Secretary-General, at intervals ranging between a year and 18 months. 

Since 1999, the Secretary-General has issued 11 reports on the protection of civilians in armed 

conflict.20 The 2009 report identified the following five core challenges: ensuring compliance with their 

obligations under international law, in particular the conduct of hostilities, enhancing compliance by non-

State armed groups, enhancing the role of peacekeeping and other missions, enhancing humanitarian 

access, and enhancing accountability for violations.21

The new kind of multidimensional mission has largely replaced old fashioned inter-positional 

peacekeeping. Modern missions cover virtually all aspects of the responsibilities and activities of the 

modern State, and the protection of civilians increasingly features high on the list of priorities in almost 

all the varied activities of the mission.

19) United Nations, Security Council, Statement by the President of the Security Council, S/PrST/2014/3, 15 May 2015. Available from: <http://undocs.
org/S/PrST/2014/3>.

20) Ibid.
21) United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Thematic Areas: Protection, available from <http://www.unocha.org/what-we-do/

policy/thematic-areas/protection>.

A view of the United Nations On-Site Operations Coordination Centre (OSOCC) at the entrance to a transit 

camp near the Tunisia-Libya border. Thousands of refugees went to the camp in 2011, fleeing ongoing 

violence in Libya. 05 March 2011. OCHA/UN Photo #466618 by David Ohana.
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As part of this effort, UN peacekeeping operations have been explicitly mandated to “protect civilians 

under imminent threat of physical violence”.22 The first mission tasked with this explicit mandate was 

the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) in 1999. Security Council resolution 1270, which 

created UNAMSIL, mandated the mission to afford protection to civilians under imminent threat of 

physical violence.23 By 2015, the majority of more than 100,000 uniformed UN peacekeepers deployed 

worldwide operate with such mandates. To date, the Security Council has issued mandates incorporating 

a POC requirement in 13 peacekeeping operations, including nine current missions as of 2016.24 By 

including the POC mandate in the majority of peacekeeping operations, the Security Council has also 

consistently authorized operations to “use all necessary means” or “all necessary actions”, up to and 

including the use of deadly force, to implement that mandate.25

Responding to requests by the Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations and the Security 

Council, DPKO and OCHA commissioned an independent study in 2009 by victoria Holt and Glyn 

Taylor, with Max Kelly, titled Protecting Civilians in the Context of UN Peacekeeping Operations. The 

UN Secretariat used that document to produce the Operational Concept on the Protection of Civilians 

in United Nations Peacekeeping Operations in 2010, drawing on operational experience and lessons 

learned to that point.

Protection of civilians guidance for UN peacekeepers has developed through experience and the 

creation of key documents, including: 

• The DPKO/DFS Protection of Civilians Resources and Capabilities Matrix; 

• The DPKO/DFS Framework for Drafting Comprehensive Protection of Civilians Strategies; 

• The DPKO/DFS Comparative Study on Protection of Civilians Coordination Mechanisms; 

• The DPKO/DFS-OHCHR Lessons Learned Report on the Joint Protection Team Mechanism in 

MONUSCO; and 

• The DPKO/DFS Lessons Learned Note on Civilians Seeking Protection at UN Compounds.

In April 2015, DPKO and the UN Department of Field Support (DFS) issued the policy on the 

protection of civilians in UN peacekeeping, which revised and consolidated the operational concept 

and other key guidance materials.26 The policy identifies and organizes the range of mandated tasks 

contributing to the protection of civilians. 

Section 1.5  The POC Mandate and the Authorization to Use Force

The UN Security Council is the main body in charge of the maintenance of international peace and 

security. It sets up UN peacekeeping operations and defines their scope and mandate. Most operations 

include military and police activities, such as ceasefire monitoring and the patrolling of buffer zones, as 

well as joint endeavours with regional organizations in the monitoring of broader peace agreements. 

Missions may also include police activity and civilian activity in the management of elections and the 

monitoring of human rights. 

22) United Nations, Charter of the United Nations, Chapter vII, 26 June 1945. Available from: <http://www.un.org/en/sections/un-charter/chapter-vii/>.
23) Security Council resolution 1270, S/reS/1270, 22 October 1999. Available from: <http://undocs.org/s/res/1270(1999)>.
24) General Assembly resolution 68/787, evaluation of the Implementation and results of Protection of Civilians Mandates in United Nations Peacekeeping 

Operations, A/68/787, 7 March 2014. Available from: <http://undocs.org/A/68/787>.
25) DPKO/DFS, The Protection of Civilians in United Nations Peacekeeping, ref. 2015/07, 1 April 2015. Available from: <http://civilianprotection.rw/wp-

content/uploads/2015/05/2015-07-Policy-on-PoC-in-Peacekeeping-Operations.pdf>.
26) As part of organizational restructuring beginning 1 January 2019, DFS became the Department of Operational Support (DOS).
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The Security Council provides the legal authority, strategic direction, and political guidance for 

all UN peacekeeping operations.27 It is the strategic level of authority, command, and control. Once 

the Council adopts a resolution approving the mandate of a UN peacekeeping operation, it vests the 

operational authority for directing the operation in the UN Secretary-General. 

The standard wording for a POC mandate often resembles the following:

[The Security Council] “Decides that the mandate of [name of 
PKO] shall be…to protect, without prejudice to the responsibility 
of the host Government, civilians under [imminent] threat 
of physical violence, within its capacities and areas of 
deployment.”

In January 2013, the Security Council adopted the landmark, comprehensive resolution 2086 on all 

aspects of UN peacekeeping. The resolution also addressed the mandate to protect civilians:

“Notes, in this regard, that multidimensional peacekeeping 
missions may be mandated by the Security Council, inter-alia, 
to … Protect civilians, particularly those under imminent threat 
of physical violence, in conformity with paragraph 16 of its 
resolution 1674 (2006), within missions’ zones of operation and 
taking into account their capacities and resources, and support 
the efforts of the host authorities in protection of civilians 
from violence, including all forms of sexual and gender based 
violence, and in this regard, help in building and reforming 
security sector institutions of the host country that are able to 
sustainably and consistently protect civilians, while recognizing 
that protection of civilians is the primary responsibility of the 
host country…”

Based on the language used by the Security Council, the physical protection of civilians in United 

Nations peacekeeping is defined as follows: “All necessary means, up to and including the use of 

deadly force, aimed at preventing or responding to threats of physical violence against civilians, within 

capabilities and areas of operations, and without prejudice to the responsibility of the host government.”28

The 2015 DPKO/DFS Policy on the Protection of Civilians in United Nations Peacekeeping provides 

the following definitions to clarify the protection of civilians mandate and authorization to use force and 

to improve their understanding among UN peacekeeping personnel. However, these following definitions 

do not replace or supersede rules of engagement or legal advice developed at the mission level, nor the 

decisions of senior mission leadership in particular situations.

27) DPKO/DFS, United Nations Peacekeeping Operations: Principles and Guidelines, March 2008. Available from: <https://peacekeeping.un.org/sites/
default/files/capstone_eng_0.pdf>.

28) United Nations, Department of Peacekeeping Operations/Department of Field Support, The Protection of Civilians in United Nations Peacekeeping, 
ref. 2015/07, 1 April 2015. Available from: <http://civilianprotection.rw/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/2015-07-Policy-on-PoC-in-Peacekeeping-
Operations.pdf>.
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The definitions that follow are the accepted UN definitions for phrases in UN Security Council 

language. It is very important to use and understand these definitions since other organizations and 

agencies have differing definitions and interpretations (for example, the principle of impartiality in UN 

peacekeeping operations has a different meaning than the principle of impartiality in UN humanitarian 

operations). 

• “Civilian”: Any person who is not or is no longer directly participating in hostilities or other 

acts of violence shall be considered a civilian, unless he or she is a member of armed forces or 

groups. It is important to remember that, in case of doubt over whether a person is a civilian, 

that person shall be considered a civilian. The definition of a civilian is different under the 

customary international humanitarian law, and it stipulates that civilians are persons who are 

not members of the armed forces. 

• “Distinguishing civilians from combatants”: In many operational environments, such as in the 

Central African republic, it is almost impossible to distinguish between civilians and armed 

elements. Civilians may be in the possession of arms, without necessarily having a status of 

“combatant”. Under international humanitarian law, civilians who are in the possession of arms, 

for example, for the purpose of self-defence and are not currently engaged in hostilities, are 

entitled to protection. There will be a need for the mission to constantly monitor the appearance 

and behaviour of government soldiers and ex-militia members, and the mission must disseminate 

up-to-date and accurate guidance to the field to enable the identification of these groups. It 

must be understood that any group must be considered as civilian if there is any doubt. 

• “Without prejudice to the responsibility of the government”: The host nation always retains 

the ultimate responsibility for the protection of its citizens, and that overall responsibility is not 

diluted by the presence in the country of a UN mission. The mission is there in support, but 

must act alone if the government proves unable or unwilling to do its duty under international 

law.

Peacekeepers of the United Nations 

Organization Stabilization Mission in 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo 

(MONUSCO) are shown on patrol in 

Bunagana, a town in the country’s 

North Kivu province, during efforts with 

government forces to secure the area 

against rebel attacks. Much of the Kivu 

provinces saw intense fighting by the 

M23 rebel group and other militias. 23 

May 2012. UN Photo #514868 by Sylvain 

Liechti.
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• “Within its capabilities and areas of deployment”: Within the wide scope of possible incidents 

of physical violence against civilians, the mission must prioritize those situations or incidents 

of greatest concern and allocate its resources accordingly. As specified in the mandate, it 

can only act within its capabilities and areas of deployment. The mandate does not demand 

that peacekeepers engage in actions for which they are not equipped. At the same time, no 

peacekeeping force will be able to address all protection threats at all times. All missions must 

employ accurate threat and vulnerability analyses and coherent operational planning to deploy 

existing resources to maximize their protective effect for at-risk civilians.

• “Threats of physical violence or POC threats”: encompasses all hostile acts or situations that 

are likely to lead to death or serious bodily injury, including sexual violence, regardless of 

the source of the threat. Such situations may include potential or actual physical harm to 

civilians associated with the presence of mines, explosive remnants of war (erWs) and remnant 

improvised explosive devices (IeDs), acts or attempts to kill, torture, or maim, forcibly displace, 

starve or pillage, commit acts of sexual violence, recruit and use children by armed forces and 

groups, and abduct or arbitrarily detain persons. Those situations may be caused by elements 

of State and non-State actors to an armed conflict, inter-communal violence, serious crimes, or 

other situations of internal disturbance effecting civilians.

• “Hostile act”: An action that is likely, or is intended to cause death, serious bodily harm, or loss 

or destruction of property.

• “Hostile intent”: The threat of an impending use of force, which is demonstrated through an 

action or behaviour which appears to be preparatory to a hostile act. Only a reasonable belief in 

the hostile intent is required before the use of force is authorized.

• “reasonable belief”: A belief that a reasonable person would logically and sensibly hold on the 

basis of the conditions and circumstances as they are known to him or her at that specific point 

in time.

• “rules of engagement/Directive on the Use of Force”: Guiding documents, for the military and 

police components, respectively, which define the degree of force that may be used and the 

manner in which it may be applied.

• “Collateral damage”: Incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, or damage to civilian 

property not part of an authorized target.

• “Threat”: Any indication, action, circumstance, or event that may cause harm or damage to the 

United Nations system, including its personnel, and/or affects its mandate.

• “Imminent threat”: A threat is considered imminent as soon as the mission has a reasonable 

belief that a potential perpetrator displays a hostile intent, capacity, historical record, and 

opportunity to inflict physical violence. The term “imminent” does not imply that violence is 

guaranteed to happen in the immediate or near future or is being carried out. A threat of 

violence against civilians is imminent from the time it is identified until such time that the 

mission can determine that the threat no longer exists.
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• “Priority threats”: Missions shall prioritize threats that pose the highest level of risk to civilians 

and may have to arbitrate between different categories of threats. For instance, responding to 

ongoing instances of low-level violence versus preventing less likely threats that may take a 

high toll on populations.

• “risk”: The combination of the impact and likelihood for harm, loss, or damage to the mission’s 

mandate from the exposure to threats. risk is the chance of being harmed by the threat. risks 

are categorized in levels from very Low to very High for their prioritization. 

Section 1.6 POC Policy, Basic Guidelines, and Principles

All UN peacekeepers — civilian, military, and police — should familiarize themselves with the 

following key UN policies and guidelines concerning the implementation of the protection of civilians 

mandate in the field.

The DPKO/DFS Policy on the Protection of Civilians in United Nations Peacekeeping, which entered 

into force on 1 April 2015, is the key policy document for all UN peacekeepers. It is designed to establish 

a clear and consistent understanding of the mandate and its implementation across all missions and 

components, and to provide baseline guidance to missions on core aspects of mandate implementation. 

This policy incorporates the operational concept on the protection of civilians in peacekeeping.

The DPKO/DFS Protection of Civilians: Implementing Guidelines for Military Components of United 

Nations Peacekeeping Missions applies to all military personnel deployed in UN field missions with POC 

mandates. These guidelines focus on the physical protection of civilians against violence in any form, 

including, but not limited to armed groups, non-State actors, and State actors (where applicable) 

individually or collectively at the operational and tactical level. They provide room for mission planners 

As a result of the fighting and internal unrest that occurred in the Katanga Province of the 

Republic of the Congo in 1961, some 35,000 Congolese citizens sought the assistance of 

the United Nations until they were able to return to their homes. Here, a Swedish guard at 

the UN-maintained refugee camp studies Swahili with camp children. 08 September 1961. 

UN Photo #184396 by BZ.
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and commanders to change the planning and execution of operations as situations evolve on the ground. 

These guidelines are useful for key personnel of troop-contributing countries (TCCs), including decision 

makers and planners, as they train and prepare contingents for a UN peacekeeping mission.29 

The OHCHR/DPKO/[Department of Political Affairs (DPA)]/DFS Policy on Human Rights in UN Peace 

Operations and Political Missions (2011)30 and the Secretary-General Guidance Note on Observance of 

International Humanitarian Law in Peacekeeping (1999)31 provide operational guidance on the roles and 

responsibilities of UN civilian, military, and police on the integration of human rights and international 

humanitarian law into the activities of United Nations peacekeeping missions. All UN peacekeepers — 

civilian, military, and police — should know and understand the following legal and practical principles 

which are guiding the protection of civilians mandate. They apply to all missions with POC mandates.

• “Based on international law”: Missions are given POC mandates in order to prevent egregious 

violations of human rights law, refugee law, and the standards applicable to these laws. The 

same laws and international customary law must govern the use of force by the UN. Military 

and police personnel in missions are also required to abide by the Rules of Engagement (ROE) 

and Directive on the Use of Force (DUF) of the mission. Important aspects of these rules include 

proportionality and the avoidance of collateral damage.

• “A priority mandate”: Where the mission mandate specifically includes POC, then POC must be 

prioritized in all decisions about the use of the mission’s resources. The host government always 

has the prime responsibility for POC, while the mission assists.

• “A Peacekeeper responsibility”: At the end of the day, when the government is failing in its POC 

responsibility, peacekeepers take on that responsibility and authority within their capability and 

areas of deployment.

• “An active duty to protect”: The protection of civilians is not reactive. POC must be pro-active. 

The mission must be working at all times to pre-empt and prevent violence against civilians.

• “Under effective command and control”: Although the Special Representative of the Secretary-

General (SrSG), the Force Commander, and the Police Commissioner have the ultimate 

responsibility for the actions of members of the mission, they also have a responsibility to 

ensure that the people under their command understand and comply with the rules.

• “Consonant with the principles of peacekeeping”: Peacekeeping missions still seek to abide 

by their original principles. Consent of the host government, impartiality, use of force in self-

defence and as otherwise authorized by the Security Council, including for the protection of 

civilians.

• “A whole Mission activity”: POC is the responsibility of both the civilian and uniformed parts of 

the mission. Their joint activity must be prioritized and coordinated.

• “A comprehensive approach”: All the actors (local, national, regional, and international) involved 

in protection in the mission area must work together in a coordinated and comprehensive way.

29) DPKO/DFS, Protection of Civilians: Implementing Guidelines for Military Components of United Nations Peacekeeping Missions, 13 February 2015. 
Available from: <http://repository.un.org/handle/11176/89597>.

30) OHCHr, Human Rights Components of UN Peace Missions. Available from: <http://undocs.org/ST/SGB/1999/13>.
31) United Nations, Secretary-General’s Bulletin, Observance by United Nations forces of international law, ST/SGB/1999/13, 6 August 1999. Available 

from: <http://undocs.org/st/sgb/1999/12>.
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• “In cooperation with humanitarian actors and in respect of humanitarian principles”: There must 

be close coordination with humanitarian actors while taking into account their need to be seen 

as independent. It is this independence that gives them the freedom to do their job without 

being seen as compromised by contact with police and military personnel. This is a difficult 

balance. 

• “A community-based approach”: It is vital that the local community is not only involved, but 

also takes a lead in actions to protect civilians. However, there is a risk of compromising the 

security of local people in contact with the international community — both military and civilian. 

This must be taken into account.

• “The gender perspective”: In all missions, the gender perspective is paramount in planning. 

Unless there is a clear understanding of the gender environment in the host country, then 

there can be no planning that takes into account the important gender-based differences in 

status and power which are at the very base of society. In conflict situations, there is almost 

always a larger impact on girls and women from the effects of violence and the destruction of 

homes and infrastructure. These differences must be taken into account along with the horrific 

consequences of conflict-related sexual violence.

• “Undertaken with mainstreamed Child Protection”: All of the Security Council resolutions on 

children in armed conflict, as well as all Child Protection directives from the UN, must be taken 

into account when missions plan Child Protection activities. This includes the training of all 

mission members in Child Protection.
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Annex A: Ten Rules – Code of Personal Conduct for Blue Helmets

These ten rules are a handy and standard reference for peacekeeping personnel. Conduct and 

discipline issues are an essential component of pre-deployment and in-mission induction training, 

which is mandatory for all civilian, military, and police peacekeeping personnel. For more information, 

visit the UN Conduct and Discipline Unit online at: <https://cdu.unlb.org/>.

1

2

3

4

TEN RULES

CODE OF PERSONAL CONDUCT

FOR BLUE HELMETS

Dress, think, talk, act and behave in a
manner befitting the dignity of a disci-
plined, caring, considerate, mature,
respected and trusted soldier, displaying
the highest integrity and impartiality. Have
pride in your position as a peace-keeper
and do not abuse or misuse your authority.

Respect the law of the land of the host
country, their local culture, traditions,
customs and practices.

Treat the inhabitants of the host country
with respect, courtesy and consideration.
You are there as a guest to help them and
in so doing will be welcomed with admira-
tion. Neither solicit or accept any material
reward, honor or gift.

Do not indulge in immoral acts of sexual,
physical or psychological abuse or exploita-
tion of the local population or United Nations
staff, especially women and children.
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Respect and regard the human rights of
all. Support and aid the infirm, sick and
weak. Do not act in revenge or with
malice, in particular when dealing with
prisoners, detainees or people in your
custody.

Properly care for and account for all United
Nations money, vehicles, equipment and
property assigned to you and do not trade or
barter with them to seek personal benefits.

Show military courtesy and pay appropri-
ate compliments to all members of the
mission, including other United Nations
contingents regardless of their creed,
gender, rank or origin.

Show respect for and promote the envi-
ronment, including the flora and fauna, of
the host country.

Do not engage in excessive consumption
of alcohol or traffic in drugs.

Exercise the utmost discretion in handling
confidential information and matters of official
business which can put lives into danger or
soil the image of the United Nations.

5

6

7

8

9

10
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End-of-Lesson Quiz  »

1. Human rights organizations and 
humanitarians follow the “rights-based” 
approach to POC based on _____.

A. Humanitarian and human rights law

B. The UN Charter

C. The work of the International Criminal Court

D. The mandate of the peacekeeping mission

2. Development agencies follow a broader 
definition of POC that includes which of 
the following elements?

A. Good governance

B. The use of force

C. Diplomacy

D. Physical violence

3. The third group involved in POC 
concentrates on physical violence 
against civilians and advocates in 
particular _____.

A. The introduction of new laws

B. Training the military

C. Training the police

D. The use of force when necessary

4. Civilians are often targeted in armed 
conflict because of _____.

A. Their ethnicity

B. Their religion

C. Their gender

D. All of the above

5. Who has the primary responsibility for 
the protection of civilians in countries 
where peacekeeping operations are 
deployed?

A. The UN

B. The international community

C. regional organizations (AU, eU, etc.)

D. The host State government

6. The Security Council provides which 
of the following for UN peacekeeping 
operations?

A. Strategic direction

B. On-the-ground orders

C. rules of engagement

D. Concept of Operations

7. Which was the first UN peacekeeping 
mission to be explicitly mandated to 
protect civilians under imminent threat 
of physical violence?

A. UNPrOFOr

B. UNTAeS

C. UNMOGIP

D. UNAMSIL

8. How does the Security Council authorize 
the use of force in peacekeeping 
missions?

A. By including the words “use all necessary 

means” in the Security Council resolution

B. By instructing the Special representative 

of the Secretary-General to use force, if 

necessary

C. By instructing the Force Commander to use 

force, if necessary

D. By instructing the UN Police to use force, if 

necessary

9. Who are the partners of a peacekeeping 
mission?

A. The UN Country Team

B. The host State government

C. International and regional NGOs

D. Local stakeholders

e. All of the above

Answer Key provided on the next page.
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End-of-Lesson Quiz  »

Answer Key »
1. A

2. A

3. D

4. D

5. D 

6. A 

7. D 

8. A 

9. e 

10. C

10. Which organization is the guardian of 
international humanitarian law?

A. UNHCr (United Nations High Commissioner 

for refugees)

B. OHCHR (United Nations Office of the High 

Commissioner for Human rights)

C. ICrC (The International Committee of the 

red Cross)

D. OCHA (United Nations Office for Coordination 

of Humanitarian Affairs)
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Appendix A: List of Acronyms

Acronym  Meaning

ADF Allied Democratic Forces (Democratic republic of the Congo)

AMISOM African Union Mission in Somalia

AOr Area of responsibility

AU African Union

CLA Civilian Liaison Assistants

CMT Crisis Management Team

CONOPS Concept of Operations

CP Child Protection

CPA Child Protection Adviser

CRSV Conflict-Related Sexual Violence

DDrr Disarmament, Demobilization, rehabilitation, and reintegration

DFS United Nations Department of Field Support

DOS United Nations Department of Operational Support

DPA United Nations Department of Political Affairs

DPKO United Nations Department of Peacekeeping Operations

DPO United Nations Department of Peace Operations

DrC The Democratic republic of the Congo

DUF Directive on the Use of Force

eCOMAG economic Community of West African States Monitoring Group

eCOWAS economic Community of West African States

erW explosive remnants of War

eU european Union

FARDC Forces armées de la République démocratique du Congo (Congolese Armed 
Forces)

FPU Formed Police Unit

FrPI Front for Patriotic resistance in Ituri

GA  General Assembly

GCvPP Gender, Child, and vulnerable Persons Protection

GPC Global Protection Cluster

HQ Headquarters

HrDDP United Nations Human rights Due Diligence Policy
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HRO Human Rights Officer

IAP Integrated Assessment and Planning

ICrC International Committee of the red Cross

IDP Internally Displaced Person

IeD Improvised explosive Device

ISF Integrated Strategic Framework

ISIL/ISIS Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant/Sham

JLOC Joint Logistics Operations Centre

JMAC Joint Mission Analysis Centre

JOC Joint Operations Centre

JOTC Joint Operations and Tasking Centre

MINUSMA United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali

MINUSCA United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in the 
Central African republic

MINUSTAH United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti

MONUC United Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic republic of the Congo

MONUSCO United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic republic 
of the Congo

MOU Memorandum of Understanding

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NCCW National Council on Child Welfare

NGO Non-Governmental Organization

OAS Organization of American States

OCHA Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs

OCWG Operations Coordination Working Group

OHCHR Office for the High Commissioner for Human Rights

OSOCC On-Site Operations Coordination Centre

PCC Police-Contributing Country

PKO Peacekeeping Operation

POC  Protection of Civilians

R2P Responsibility to Protect

rOe rules of engagement
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SCr Security Council resolution

SNA Somali National Army

SOFA Status of Forces Agreement

SOMA Status of Mission Agreement

SrSG Special representative of the Secretary-General

SSr Security Sector reform

TCC Troop-Contributing Country

UNAMI United Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq

UNAMID African Union-United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur

UNAMIr United Nations Assistance Mission for rwanda

UNAMSIL United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone

UNCT United Nations Country Team

UNDP United Nations Development Programme

UNFPA United Nations Population Fund

UNHCr United Nations High Commissioner for refugees

UNIBAM United Nations Infantry Battalion Manual

UNICeF United Nations Children’s emergency Fund

UNIFIL United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon

UNITAr United Nations Institute for Training and research

UNMIL United Nations Mission in Liberia

UNMIS United Nations Mission in Sudan

UNMISS United Nations Mission in the republic of South Sudan

UNOMSIL United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone

UNOMUr United Nations Observer Mission Uganda-rwanda

UNPOL United Nations Police

UNPrOFOr United Nations Protection Force (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

UNSC United Nations Security Council

UNSMIL United Nations Support Mission in Libya

UxO Unexploded Ordnance

WFP World Food Programme

WPA Women’s Protection Adviser
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Appendix B: Current Peacekeeping Missions

    UNITED NATIONS
April 2018

Department of Field Support
Geospatial Information Section (formerly Cartographic Section)

Map No. 4259 Rev. 25 (E)

MINURSO
MINUSCA

MINUSMA
MINUJUSTH
MONUSCO
UNAMID
UNDOF
UNFICYP
UNIFIL
UNISFA
UNMIK
UNMISS
UNMOGIP
UNTSO United Nations Truce Supervision Orginization

United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara
United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in the

United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali
United Nations Mission for Justice Support in Haiti
United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Dem. Republic of the Congo
African Union-United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur
United Nations Disengagement Observer Force
United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus
United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon
United Nations Interim Security Force for Abyei
United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo
United Nations Mission in South Sudan
United Nations Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan

Central African Republic

established: 1991
established: 2014

established: 2013
established: 2017
established: 2010
established: 2007
established: 1974
established: 1964
established: 1978
established: 2011
established: 1999
established: 2011
established: 1949
established: 1984

UNFICYP
Cyprus

UNDOF
Syria

UNTSO
Middle East

UNIFIL
Lebanon

UNMOGIP
India and Pakistan

MINURSO
Western Sahara

MINUSCA
Central African Republic

UNMIK
Kosovo

UNAMID
Darfur

UNMISS
South Sudan

UNISFA
Abyei 

MONUSCO
Dem. Rep. of the Congo

MINUSMA
Mali

MINUJUSTH
Haiti

UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS

 » Looking for statistics or other data about 
peacekeeping around the world today? Visit 
the UN Peacekeeping resource page for the 
most up-to-date information about current 
peacekeeping operations and other UN 
missions:  
<https://peacekeeping.un.org/en/resources>. 

UN Peacekeeping Map from the UN Cartographic Section, April 2018: <www.un.org/Depts/Cartographic/map/dpko/P_K_O.pdf>.
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Appendix C: Example Security Council Resolution

The Security Council adopted resolution 1270 in 1999 establishing the United Nations Mission in 

Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL). UNAMSIL was the first UN peacekeeping mission explicitly tasked with the 

protection of civilians mandate. This important resolution is reprinted in its entirety below:1

1)  S/reS/1270 (1999)

UNITEDUNITED SNATIONSNATIONS

Security Council
Distr.
GENERAL

S/RES/1270 (1999)
22 October 1999

RESOLUTION 1270 (1999)

Adopted by the Security Council at its 4054th meeting
on 22 October 1999

The Security Council,

Recalling its resolutions 1171 (1998) of 5 June 1998, 1181 (1998) of
13 July 1998, 1231 (1999) of 11 March 1999 and 1260 (1999) of 20 August 1999 and
other relevant resolutions and the statement of its President of 15 May 1999
(S/PRST/1999/13),

Recalling also the report of the Secretary-General of 8 September 1999
(S/1999/957) and its resolution 1265 (1999) of 17 September 1999 on the
protection of civilians in armed conflict,

Affirming the commitment of all States to respect the sovereignty,
political independence and territorial integrity of Sierra Leone,

Having considered the report of the Secretary-General of 23 September 1999
(S/1999/1003),

Determining that the situation in Sierra Leone continues to constitute a
threat to international peace and security in the region,

1. Welcomes the important steps taken by the Government of Sierra Leone,
the leadership of the Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone (RUF), the
Military Observer Group (ECOMOG) of the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) and the United Nations Observer Mission in Sierra Leone
(UNOMSIL) towards implementation of the Peace Agreement (S/1999/777) since its
signing in Lomé on 7 July 1999, and recognizes the important role of the Joint
Implementation Committee established by the Peace Agreement under the
chairmanship of the President of Togo;

2. Calls upon the parties to fulfil all their commitments under the Peace
Agreement to facilitate the restoration of peace, stability, national
reconciliation and development in Sierra Leone;

99-31502 (E) /...
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S/RES/1270 (1999)
Page 2

3. Takes note of the preparations made for the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration of ex-combatants, including child soldiers, by
the Government of Sierra Leone through the National Committee for Disarmament,
Demobilization and Reintegration, and urges all concerned to make every effort
to ensure that all designated centres begin to function as soon as possible;

4. Calls upon the RUF, the Civil Defence Forces, former Sierra Leone
Armed Forces/Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) and all other armed
groups in Sierra Leone to begin immediately to disband and give up their arms in
accordance with the provisions of the Peace Agreement, and to participate fully
in the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme;

5. Welcomes the return to Freetown of the leaders of the RUF and AFRC,
and calls upon them to engage fully and responsibly in the implementation of the
Peace Agreement and to direct the participation of all rebel groups in the
disarmament and demobilization process without delay;

6. Deplores the recent taking of hostages, including UNOMSIL and ECOMOG
personnel, by rebel groups and calls upon those responsible to put an end to
such practices immediately and to address their concerns about the terms of the
Peace Agreement peacefully through dialogue with the parties concerned;

7. Reiterates its appreciation for the indispensable role which ECOMOG
forces continue to play in the maintenance of security and stability in and the
protection of the people of Sierra Leone, and approves the new mandate for
ECOMOG (S/1999/1073, annex) adopted by ECOWAS on 25 August 1999;

8. Decides to establish the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone
(UNAMSIL) with immediate effect for an initial period of six months and with the
following mandate:

(a) To cooperate with the Government of Sierra Leone and the other parties
to the Peace Agreement in the implementation of the Agreement;

(b) To assist the Government of Sierra Leone in the implementation of the
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration plan;

(c) To that end, to establish a presence at key locations throughout the
territory of Sierra Leone, including at disarmament/reception centres and
demobilization centres;

(d) To ensure the security and freedom of movement of United Nations
personnel;

(e) To monitor adherence to the ceasefire in accordance with the ceasefire
agreement of 18 May 1999 (S/1999/585, annex) through the structures provided for
therein;

(f) To encourage the parties to create confidence-building mechanisms and
support their functioning;

(g) To facilitate the delivery of humanitarian assistance;

/...
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S/RES/1270 (1999)
Page 3

(h) To support the operations of United Nations civilian officials,
including the Special Representative of the Secretary-General and his staff,
human rights officers and civil affairs officers;

(i) To provide support, as requested, to the elections, which are to be
held in accordance with the present constitution of Sierra Leone;

9. Decides also that the military component of UNAMSIL shall comprise a
maximum of 6,000 military personnel, including 260 military observers, subject
to periodic review in the light of conditions on the ground and the progress
made in the peace process, in particular in the disarmament, demobilization and
reintegration programme, and takes note of paragraph 43 of the report of the
Secretary-General of 23 September 1999;

10. Decides further that UNAMSIL will take over the substantive civilian
and military components and functions of UNOMSIL as well as its assets, and to
that end decides that the mandate of UNOMSIL shall terminate immediately on the
establishment of UNAMSIL;

11. Commends the readiness of ECOMOG to continue to provide security for
the areas where it is currently located, in particular around Freetown and
Lungi, to provide protection for the Government of Sierra Leone, to conduct
other operations in accordance with their mandate to ensure the implementation
of the Peace Agreement, and to initiate and proceed with disarmament and
demobilization in conjunction and full coordination with UNAMSIL;

12. Stresses the need for close cooperation and coordination between
ECOMOG and UNAMSIL in carrying out their respective tasks, and welcomes the
intended establishment of joint operations centres at headquarters and, if
necessary, also at subordinate levels in the field;

13. Reiterates the importance of the safety, security and freedom of
movement of United Nations and associated personnel, notes that the Government
of Sierra Leone and the RUF have agreed in the Peace Agreement to provide
guarantees in this regard, and calls upon all parties in Sierra Leone to respect
fully the status of United Nations and associated personnel;

14. Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,
decides that in the discharge of its mandate UNAMSIL may take the necessary
action to ensure the security and freedom of movement of its personnel and,
within its capabilities and areas of deployment, to afford protection to
civilians under imminent threat of physical violence, taking into account the
responsibilities of the Government of Sierra Leone and ECOMOG;

15. Underlines the importance of including in UNAMSIL personnel with
appropriate training in international humanitarian, human rights and refugee
law, including child and gender-related provisions, negotiation and
communication skills, cultural awareness and civilian-military coordination;

16. Requests the Government of Sierra Leone to conclude a status-of-
forces agreement with the Secretary-General within 30 days of the adoption of
this resolution, and recalls that pending the conclusion of such an agreement

/...
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the model status-of-forces agreement dated 9 October 1990 (A/45/594) should
apply provisionally;

17. Stresses the urgent need to promote peace and national reconciliation
and to foster accountability and respect for human rights in Sierra Leone,
underlines in this context the key role of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, the Human Rights Commission and the Commission for the Consolidation
of Peace established under the Peace Agreement, and urges the Government of
Sierra Leone to ensure the prompt establishment and effective functioning of
these bodies with the full participation of all parties and drawing on the
relevant experience and support of Member States, specialized bodies, other
multilateral organizations and civil society;

18. Emphasizes that the plight of children is among the most pressing
challenges facing Sierra Leone, welcomes the continued commitment of the
Government of Sierra Leone to work with the United Nations Children’s Fund, the
Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and
Armed Conflict and other international agencies to give particular attention to
the long-term rehabilitation of child combatants in Sierra Leone, and reiterates
its encouragement of those involved to address the special needs of all children
affected by the conflict;

19. Urges all parties concerned to ensure that refugees and internally
displaced persons are protected and are enabled to return voluntarily and in
safety to their homes, and encourages States and international organizations to
provide urgent assistance to that end;

20. Stresses the urgent need for substantial additional resources to
finance the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration process, and calls
upon all States, international and other organizations to contribute generously
to the multidonor trust fund established by the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development for this purpose;

21. Stresses also the continued need for urgent and substantial
humanitarian assistance to the people of Sierra Leone, as well as for sustained
and generous assistance for the longer term tasks of peace-building,
reconstruction, economic and social recovery and development in Sierra Leone,
and urges all States and international and other organizations to provide such
assistance as a priority;

22. Calls upon all parties to ensure safe and unhindered access of
humanitarian assistance to those in need in Sierra Leone, to guarantee the
safety and security of humanitarian personnel and to respect strictly the
relevant provisions of international humanitarian and human rights law;

23. Urges the Government of Sierra Leone to expedite the formation of
professional and accountable national police and armed forces, including through
their restructuring and training, without which it will not be possible to
achieve long-term stability, national reconciliation and the reconstruction of
the country, and underlines the importance of support and assistance from the
international community in this regard;

/...
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S/RES/1270 (1999)
Page 5

24. Welcomes the continued work by the United Nations on the development
of the Strategic Framework for Sierra Leone aimed at enhancing effective
collaboration and coordination within the United Nations system and between the
United Nations and its national and international partners in Sierra Leone;

25. Notes the intention of the Secretary-General to keep the situation in
Sierra Leone under close review and to revert to the Council with additional
proposals if required;

26. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council every 45 days
to provide updates on the status of the peace process, on security conditions on
the ground and on the continued level of deployment of ECOMOG personnel, so that
troop levels and the tasks to be performed can be evaluated as outlined in
paragraphs 49 and 50 of the report of the Secretary-General of
23 September 1999;

27. Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.

-----
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About the Author: Mr. Julian Harston

Currently, Mr. Harston is an independent consultant on matters of international peace and security. 

For 25 years, he served as a member of the United Kingdom Diplomatic Service. 

Harston was born in Nairobi, Kenya, son of Colonel Clive Harston of the King’s African Rifles. He 

attended the King’s School in Canterbury, england and earned a Bachelor of Science in Politics from the 

University of London, as well as a degree in African Politics from the University of rhodesia. 

Harston has lectured all over the world to military and civilian audiences and has published several 

papers on peacekeeping and international diplomacy. He also takes part as a role player and mentor in 

NATO exercises. He lectures at the NATO School in Oberammergau, Germany and at the Polish Institute 

for Diplomacy in Warsaw. 

His career highlights include various professorships, counsellorships, and diplomatic postings in 

London and overseas in Malawi, Portugal, Switzerland, Vietnam, and Zimbabwe. In addition to the 

positions mentioned, Harston has also held UN directorships and leadership appointments in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Croatia, Haiti, Serbia, and Timor-Leste.

Harston lives in Belgrade, Serbia. He is married with one son and two stepdaughters. He is a 

member of the east India Club and Special Forces Club in London, the UK’s Goodwood Aero Club, and 

the Gremio Literario in Lisbon. 

For more information, visit his website: <www.harstonconsulting.rs>.

Mr. Julian Harston, Assistant 
Secretary-General, United Nations 
(retired), previously served as the 
representative of the Secretary-
General in Belgrade, Serbia in 
2009, as well as the Special 
representative of the Secretary-
General for MINUrSO, Western 
Sahara from 2007 to 2009. 

Photo by Anton Thorstensson/Swedish Armed Forces,  

used with permission of Mr. Harston.
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Continue your POTI training experience »

• Visit <www.peaceopstraining.org/courses/> for a list of all current courses.

•  If a particular category of study interests you, such as Human Rights, 

Logistics, or Military Studies, consider the POST Certificate programme 

available in six areas of specialization. See the requirements at  

<www.peaceopstraining.org/specialized-training-certificates/>.

• Stay connected with POTI by visiting our community page and engaging 

with other students through social media and sharing photos from your 

mission. Visit <www.peaceopstraining.org/community> for more. Once you 

pass your exam, see your name featured on the Honour Roll as well.

Format and Material

The End-of-Course Examination is a multiple-choice exam that is accessed from the Online 

Classroom. Most exams have 50 questions. Each question gives the student four choices (A, B, C, and 

D), and only one is the correct answer. The exam covers material from all lessons of the course and may 

also include information found in the annexes and appendices. Video content will not be tested. 

 » Access the exam from your Online Classroom 
by visiting <www.peaceopstraining.org/users/
courses/> and clicking the title of this course.  
Once you arrive at the course page, click the red 
“Start Exam” button.

Time Limit

There is no time limit for the exam. This allows the student to read and study the questions 

carefully and to consult the course text. Furthermore, if the student cannot complete the exam in one 

sitting, he or she may save the exam and come back to it without being graded. The “Save” button is 

located at the bottom of the exam, next to the “Submit my answers” button. Clicking on the “Submit 

my answers” button will end the exam.

Passing Grade

To pass the exam, a score of 75 per cent or better is required. An electronic Certificate of Completion 

will be awarded to those who have passed the exam. A score of less than 75 per cent is a failing grade, 

and students who have received a failing grade will be provided with a second, alternate version of the 

exam, which may also be completed without a time limit. Students who pass the second exam will be 

awarded a Certificate of Completion. 

Instructions for the End-of-Course Examination
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